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Abstract: Virtual geographic environments (VGEs) are extensively used to explore the relationship
between humans and environments. Crowd simulation provides a method for VGEs to represent
crowd behaviors that are observed in the real world. The social force model (SFM) can simulate
interactions among individuals, but it has not sufficiently accounted for inter-group and intra-group
behaviors which are important components of crowd dynamics. We present the social group force
model (SGFM), based on an extended SFM, to simulate group behaviors in VGEs with focuses on the
avoiding behaviors among different social groups and the coordinate behaviors among subgroups
that belong to one social group. In our model, psychological repulsions between social groups
make them avoid with the whole group and group members can stick together as much as possible;
while social groups are separated into several subgroups, the rear subgroups try to catch up and
keep the whole group cohesive. We compare the simulation results of the SGFM with the extended
SFM and the phenomena in videos. Then we discuss the function of Virtual Reality (VR) in crowd
simulation visualization. The results indicate that the SGFM can enhance social group behaviors in
crowd dynamics.

Keywords: virtual geographic environments; social force model; avoiding behaviors; coordinate
behaviors; crowd dynamics

1. Introduction

Virtual geographic environments (VGEs) [1–4] are commonly used to explore dynamic geographic
phenomena and processes. It can be used from large scale such as a city environment to fine
scale such as an indoor environment. Investigation of the interactions between humans and the
environment by simulating crowd behaviors in virtual geographic environments (VGEs) is significant
in building design, infrastructure planning and emergency evacuation in geographic information
system (GIS) [5–9]. Recent progress of crowd simulation in VGEs [10–14] coupled with advancements
in virtual reality technologies and devices have provided novel insights into GIS. The existing crowd
simulation models often disregard interactions between and within pedestrian groups such as relatives,
friends, and colleagues [15], although the rules of crowd dynamics, such as arching at exits [15,16],
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linear and V-like walking formations [15,17], and the influence of crowd density on pedestrian
behaviors [18–20], are well known. Actually, groups occupy a high proportion in crowds in various
types of locations, such as entertainment places or office areas [15,21–25]. Mehdi Moussaid observed
that more than 70% pedestrians walk in groups along a commercial street [15]. Michael Schultz
analyzed data on bridges, where participants had to use an underpass to gain access to an event,
and discovered that only 14% of pedestrians are individuals [24]. These data corroborate the
importance of social groups. Therefore, lots of scholars investigate social groups from different
aspects. Some research people who have social relations and the same destinations [15,17,19,20,26–34].
Some study social interactions of pedestrians [17,27,30,35,36]. In general, we manually define
pedestrians who have social relations, social interactions and the same destination belong to one
social group. The social relations and social interactions among group members have great influence
on crowd dynamics [10,15,37–39]. Many social activities and low walking velocity of crowd due to
coordination among group members [40,41]. Strong aggregation and inefficient evacuation of social
groups occur in emergency situations [42,43]. Therefore, realism in crowd simulation can be enhanced
when aggregation and coordination are organized in social groups.

The current crowd models can be divided into macro-models and micro-models. Macro-models
consider a crowd to be fluid, whereas micro-models focus on interactions among individuals [44],
which can adequately reflect individual behaviors. The most popular microscopic models are the
social force model (SFM) and cellular automata (CA) [45]. Among the approaches for simulating
social groups’ behaviors by CA, leadership is added to investigate the behaviors of pedestrians
along sidewalks, waiting and evacuations [46,47]. In addition, different social group structures
are defined to study the influencing factors of evacuation efficiency [48]. Studies that employ
an SFM to simulate the behaviors of social groups also add a leader-follower rule in emergency
evacuations [43,49]. Decision-making mechanisms are introduced to simulate pedestrians’ responses
to changing scenes [50–52]. Some scholars add attractions within social group members [53,54] and
other interaction mechanisms [55]. In contrast to these two mainstream models, other models also
incorporate reinforcement learning algorithms [56,57], space consciousness and cognitive theory [38,58]
and optimal path selection strategy [59] to simulate the behaviors of social groups.

Although models based on CA are simple, easy to program, and convenient for engineering
applications and have low computational complexity, they are too simple to model pedestrian
behaviors and yield approximate simulation results [44]. By comparison, models based on SFM
carefully consider the social interactions among pedestrians, which can model more common micro
behaviors; their accuracy is relatively high by joining the autonomous learning mechanism. Regrettably,
the existing group of models based on SFM cannot simulate some complicated inter- and intra-group
behaviors, such as group avoidance and subgroup coordinate behaviors. Therefore, we present a social
group force model (SGFM) to simulate these patterns based on an extended SFM.

This paper aims to implement group dynamics in SFM with focuses on the avoiding behaviors
among different social groups and the coordinate behaviors among subgroups that belong to one social
group. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces mathematical models,
including SFM, an extended social force model and SGFM presented by us. In Section 3, we introduce
a case study; then we do multiple experiments to refine the SGFM; next, we compare the simulation
results of the SGFM with the extended group model and the phenomena in videos; finally, we discuss
the function of Virtual Reality (VR) in crowd simulation. Section 4 describes the conclusions and
future work.

2. Methods

2.1. Social Force Model

The SFM was encouraged by observations of some interesting characteristics [16], which combines
real physical forces and non-physical “forces” in the same equation. This model is named the social
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force model as the driving “force” and the social psychological “force” never physically occur. However,
the model can simulate the phenomena of arching and clogging at exits. The SFM consists of three
components: a self-propelling force and two repulsion forces with other pedestrians and walls,
respectively. Equation [16] is expressed as follows:

d
→
vi

dt
=
→
fi

0
+
→
fi

wall
+ ∑

j

→
fij (1)

2.2. An Extended Group Model Based on SFM

Mehdi Moussaid extended the SFM by increasing a force among pedestrians in the same group
to simulate the organization of social groups and their impact on complex crowd dynamics [15].
The extended SFM can simulate group patterns of different densities. At a low density, group members
tend to walk “side by side” to facilitate better communication; at a moderate density, people form a
“V-like” or “U-like” composition to walk faster. This balance achieves between better communication
and faster walking. The formula of the extended SFM [15] is expressed as
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The SFM can simulate some important phenomena of escape panic, such as “clogging”, “faster
is slower” and “mass behavior”. However, the SFM considers all pedestrians to be independent
individuals without group behaviors. The extended SFM adds a perspective turning force and an
attractive force among group members; thus, pedestrians in the same group can gather and form a
spatial structure that is conducive to walking and communication.

2.3. SGFM Based on the Extended Group Model

2.3.1. Social Groups Avoidance

Avoiding is a type of psychological repulsion, which has limitations. When a pedestrian’s walking
route is not blocked, even opposite groups will not cause psychological repulsion; if some groups walk
in the same direction of his view and groups are faster than him, psychological repulsion does not
occur; groups that are not visible will not cause psychological repulsion.

We introduce the group avoidance
→

fgroupRep into the extended social force model [15] as an
important component.
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S = f (1−
dij· cos α

rij
) (6)

The psychological repulsion of group j to individual i is similar to the psychological repulsion
among individuals. Therefore, we learn from the prototype repulsion of the individuals in SFM to
construct the exponential function of groups’ repulsion and distance. The radius rj of group j is defined
as the sum of the radius rp of the furthest member p and the distance between p and the center of

mass c, rj = rp + |
→
pc| (Figure 1). Thus, rij = ri + rj, ri is the radius of pedestrian i; dij is the distance

between i and j, dij = |
→
ic|; →ev is the vertical direction of the walking direction of i; and α is the angle
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between
→
ic and

→
ev. Then, d = dij· cos α represents the distance between i and j in

→
ev. A diagram of the

group avoiding process is shown in Figure 1.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW  4 of 19 
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Figure 2 provides an example of a group with six members. We assume that this group is divided 
into two subgroups with three members in each group. The subgroups will form a certain spatial 
structure, such as “side by side” or “V-like” patterns. When these two subgroups are separated, the 
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Figure 1. Illustration of group holistic avoiding behavior. Pedestrian i and group j are walking in the
opposite direction with the distance d in

→
ev.

In our model,
→

fgroupRep is composed of two parts. First, A·exp
[(

rij − dij
)
/B

]
reflects the negative

correlation between psychological repulsion and dij. Second, S indicates the positive correlation
between the extent to which individuals’ walking routes are obscured and psychological repulsion.

f is a piecewise continuous function such that S = 0 when 1− dij · cos α

rij
≤ 0, S = 1− dij · cos α

rij
when

1− dij · cos α

rij
> 0, S ∈ [0, 1]; that is, when d ≥ rij, i and j will not collide and a repulsive force will not

be generated. When d < rij, group j blocks the walking route of pedestrian i. The smaller is d at this
moment, the larger the psychological repulsion caused by j is. A and B are constant parameters.

2.3.2. Subgroups Coordination

Subgroups have following characteristics: (1) groups with more than 3 persons will break down
into subgroups with 2–3 members; (2) subgroups strive to maintain the conformation of the front and
back rows and maintain a symmetrical center; and (3) subgroups attempt to maintain a comfortable
distance with each other, the rear subgroups take the initiative.

Figure 2 provides an example of a group with six members. We assume that this group is divided
into two subgroups with three members in each group. The subgroups will form a certain spatial
structure, such as “side by side” or “V-like” patterns. When these two subgroups are separated, the
rear subgroup catches up and aligns with the front subgroup to maintain the space compactness of the
whole group, because the front subgroup cannot immediately realize the situation and stop to wait.

Therefore, we add the interaction force
→

fsubGroup to this model:

d
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The interactions among subgroups are primarily composed of the subgroup attractive force
→

fsubAtt

and the force that maintains a desired distance among subgroups
→

fsubDist.
→

fsubAtt promotes a center

alignment between subgroups, and
→

fsubDist adjusts the distance between subgroups. By combining the
effect of these two forces, the integrity of the entire group conformations can be ensured. The attraction
between subgroups can be expressed as

→
fsubAtt = M·l· cos β·→ew (9)

where l is the distance between the centers of the subgroups, the walking direction of a group is
the average direction of all members and

→
ew is the unit vertical vector of the walking direction. β is

the angle between
→

C1C2 and
→
ew; thus, the distance between the masses of the subgroups in

→
ew is

dw = l· cos β, and M is a constant parameter. Equation (9) shows that the attraction among subgroups

linearly increases with dw. When dw = 1m, |
→

fsubAtt| = M; when dw = 0,
→

C1C2 is parallel to the walking

direction, and |
→

fsubAtt| = 0.
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Figure 2. Illustration of subgroup coordinate behavior. (a) The state before coordination. The rear
subgroup adjusts its direction to align the front subgroup if dw 6= 0 and attempts to maintain an
adequate distance. (b) The state after coordination is expressed as dw = 0, β = 90.

The behavior of maintaining a desired distance can be divided into two situations. If the distance
between subgroups is large, the force becomes attractive and rear subgroups will speed up to catch up
with the front subgroups. However, if the distance is short, the force becomes repulsive to prevent
subgroups from colliding. We propose the following expression:

→
fsubDist = N·ln

(
l
K

)
·→el (10)

→
el indicates the unit vector of the rear subgroup center to the front subgroup center, K is a constant
coefficient and represents the optimal distance maintained between subgroups, and N is also a constant

parameter. When l = K,
→

fsubDist = 0, which indicates that the optimal distance between subgroups
has been maintained, an adjustment is not needed and an attraction force or repulsive force does not

exist at this moment. When l > K,
→

fsubDist > 0, the distance between subgroups is greater than K,

an attractive force point exists from the rear subgroup to the front subgroup. When l > K,
→

fsubDist < 0,
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the distance is too small, and
→

fsubDist becomes a repulsive force. To ensure that abnormally fast catch-up
does not occur when the distance is too large and strong exclusion when the distance is too small, we

use the ln function to reflect the relationship between
→

fsubDist and l.

3. Results and Discussion

First, we introduce a case study to observe social group behaviors to prepare for qualitative
comparison with the simulation results of the SGFM; Then we do multiple experiments in different
VGEs and discuss the selection of model parameters to refine the SGFM; Next, we compare the
simulation results of the SGFM with the extended SFM and the phenomena of social groups in videos to
prove the validity of the SGFM; Finally, we discuss the function of VR in crowd simulation visualization.

3.1. Case Study Backgroud

This paper chooses the road between the Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital Earth and the
Aobei Tianxiang restaurant (the canteen of this office area) as the research data collection area (Figure 3).
We took pedestrian activity videos with a Sony rx100 camera that had a maximum resolution of 20.9
million pixels for full HD videos (1080), which was sufficient for clearly recording the pedestrian
activities. We chose 11:30–12:00 at noon and placed the camera on walking trail B, as shown in Figure 3,
with the camera height above pedestrian heads. The advantages of this observation area and shooting
time were twofold: (1) pedestrians primarily walked with companions, and (2) bidirectional social
groups used walking trail A, which was conducive to observing group behaviors. In this article,
we collected two consecutive days of crowd data between 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. in this area.
The length of the roadway is about 26 m and the width is about 7 m. The length of the walking trail A
is about 26 m and the width is about 2.5 m.
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We invited two volunteers to observe the videos and to identify social groups according to
gestures, clothes, visual cues, etc. They could not discuss in the process of identification. A group was
identified only when both volunteers affirmed. Then, we observed the spatial structures presented by
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groups. Groups with two members attempted to remain “side by side” perpendicular to the walking
direction; a group with three members formed “side by side” and “V-like” conformations [15]; many
3-person groups exhibited a “Λ-like” shape with no other pedestrians and obstructions; most 4-person
groups had a 2 + 2 structure, with the exception of “side by side” and “V-like” conformations; and
5-person groups exhibited 2 + 3 or 3 + 2 spatial structures. Large groups were divided into several
subgroups with only two or three members.

In addition to group spatial structures, we focused on the avoiding methods observed among
social groups and the interactions among subgroups. The avoiding behaviors among groups can
be divided into two situations: catch-up avoidance and face-to-face avoidance. Catch-up avoidance
occurred among social groups that had the same walking directions when the group in the rear
caught up with the front group. Face-to-face avoidance occurred among groups that walk in opposite
directions when one group blocked the other group’s route. This type of avoidance can also be
divided into two types: (1) holistic avoidance, in which avoiding occurs with the whole group and no
outside members passed through the inside of any group, (2) interspersed avoidance, in which group
members were forced to separate and having outside members passed through the inside of any group.
Our analysis of the video data revealed that social groups preferred holistic avoidance, and members
neither passed through other groups nor allowed other pedestrians to cross within their groups.

Interactions within subgroups were also frequent and interesting. According to the data observations,
groups with more than three members were divided into multiple rows of subgroups with 2 or
3 persons. The front subgroup cannot immediately know and slow down to wait until the rear
subgroup was at a sufficient distance; the rear subgroup usually caught up with the front subgroup.
However, when the distance between the subgroups was short, the rear subgroup would slow down
to maintain a comfortable distance. The subgroups maintained a symmetrical center. Note that
groups and subgroups would recover the conformations after avoidances if the environment was clear
(no other pedestrians or obstacles).

According to the observation data, 63 pairs of groups exhibited significant evasion behavior:
52 pairs adopted holistic avoidance, 8 pairs employed interspersed avoidance, and the remaining
3 pairs applied catch-up avoidance. Figure 4 shows the number of three avoiding ways of each
size group. An avoidance event between two different size groups will be recorded in both groups,
but an avoidance event between two groups with the same size will be recorded just once. As shown
in Figure 4, holistic avoidance is far more frequent than interspersed avoidance. An interesting
phenomenon was observed: groups with fewer members would take the initiative to avoid groups
with more members in holistic avoidance. The ratio that smaller groups took the initiative to avoid in
this paper was 37:3.
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3.2. 3D Modeling and Simulation Experiments in VGEs

Many methods exist for expressing people in crowd simulation (Figure 5). For example, models
based on the SFM [15,16] simulate pedestrians as circles (Figure 5a), the origin denotes the center of
mass and the circle indicates the space occupied by one pedestrian. Some studies [60] simulate
people as ellipses (Figure 5b), the long axis represents the shoulder width of a person and the
short axis is the walking direction. Other studies [61] use triangles and cylinders (Figure 5c) to
represent pedestrians, which can not only express private space but also visualize the walking
direction. These methods can easily simulate the trajectories of pedestrians and special behaviors
when private spaces are intruded. However, these visualizations are not intuitive. With the
development of 3D model technologies, people and buildings are meticulous. We believe that the use
of human models for crowd simulation will be a future trend. The visualization effect far exceeds
the abstract visualization methods. With three-dimensional character models, we can intuitively
visualize body direction, height, gender and additional information. In this paper, we employ 3ds
Max (https://www.autodesk.com/products/3ds-max/overview) to model the research area and
pedestrians. This article will simulate group avoiding patterns of walking in the same direction and
the opposite direction and subgroup coordinate behaviors at different distances.
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Figure 5. Crowd visualization methods: (a) circles with different radii [16]. (b) Long axis of ellipse
indicates pedestrians’ shoulder widths, and the short axis reveals the body direction [60]. (c) The
heights of the cylinders indicate the heights of the pedestrians, and the triangles denote the walking
direction [17].

3.2.1. Simulation of Group Avoiding Behaviors

Two factors need to be considered when simulating avoidance patterns between social groups:
(1) when avoiding behaviors occur and (2) when the reasonableness of evasion is neither too negative
nor too positive. In Figure 6, we simulate group avoiding behaviors in a corridor with different
widths. As shown in Figure 6a, when Group 1 and Group 2 meet in the corridor with a width of 6 m,
no avoiding behavior is observed. In Figure 6b, the width is reduced to 5 m, which cannot satisfy
the requirement of two groups walking along the previous routes. Thus, they slightly adjusted the
direction and avoid collision. In Figure 6c, the width is reduced to 3 m; both groups had significant
adjustments while avoiding.

https://www.autodesk.com/products/3ds-max/overview
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Figure 6. Group avoidance patterns in a long corridor with different widths and corresponding speed
curves; P1–P10 are pedestrians in the pictures. (a) groups will not evade while the corridor is spacious.
(b) Groups will slightly adjust if the space is not adequate, and Group 1 takes the initiative to avoid.
(c) Groups will make major adjustments if the corridor is narrow.

The simulation results indicate that even groups that walk in the opposite direction may avoid
if two groups walk along the previous path and collide with each other at some time in the future
(Figure 6b,c). Otherwise, groups will walk along the current route (Figure 6a). The speed change is
the adjustment while avoiding. Figure 6a is stable, and Figure 6c is the most dramatic. When one
group’s walking route is blocked by other groups or obstacles, the group needs to adjust its walking
direction and speed to avoid an evasion. The more blockage there is, the more effort is needed to
adjust. We believe that people tend to choose a simpler and more comfortable way to travel. The model
proposed in this paper allows agents to evaluate whether avoiding behavior is needed and then make
appropriate adjustments according to the circumstances.

Based on the observation data, we also identified a catch-up avoiding behavior between the
groups that walk in the same direction. This behavior occurs when the rear group is faster than the
front group. After a period of time, the rear group will overtake the front group. If the front group is
faster than the rear group, avoidance will not occur as the rear group cannot catch up.
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Figure 7 shows the simulation results of catch-up avoidance between two groups walking in the
same direction in a corridor with dimensions of 3 × 30 m. In Figure 7b, Group 1 will never overtake
Group 2 as Group 2 is faster than Group 1, catch-up avoiding behavior is thus not observed. If Group
1 is faster than Group 2 and Group 1 overtakes Group 2, Group 1 will take the lead in adjusting
its structure to reduce the occupied space to avoid a collision (Figure 7c). As shown in Figure 7d,
after overtaking, both groups enlarge the space that is occupied perpendicular to the walking direction,
and members prefer to walk side by side. In the process of catch-up avoidance, we note that the front
group cannot find the rear group in time due to a visual blind spot. The rear group usually actively
avoids. After this process, group members will expand the group space and form a side-by-side
conformation, which is more conducive for communication.
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Figure 7. Process of catch-up avoidance. (a) Initial state of two groups with 5 m spacing. (b) Group 1
will never catch up Group 2 if Group 2 is faster. (c) If Group 1 is faster than Group 2, Group 1 will take
the initiative to adjust its structure to exceed Group 2. (d) After overtaking, both groups will restore
the structure prior to an evasion.

In the process of avoiding, the intensity of avoiding behavior and the anticipation distance are two
aspects of our concern. In our model, we use parameter A to control the intensity of group avoiding
behavior and parameter B to adjust the anticipation distance. We set A from 100 to 3000 with step
100, B from 0.1 to 2 with step 0.1. Then we combine the different value of A, B and empirical compare
the results with the video. Using this semiquantitative method, we determine the most appropriate
values for these parameters. In this paper, we provide five typical experiments. As shown in Figure 8a
to Figure 8c, we set A = 1500 and adjust B to control the anticipation distance and ensure that the
avoiding behavior occurs at a reasonable time. When B = 0.4, the members of two groups collide with
each other (Figure 8a); when B = 1.2, the avoiding behavior begins with a certain distance (Figure 8b);
and when B = 2, the anticipation distance is larger (Figure 8c). As shown in Figure 8d to Figure 8f, we
set B = 1.2 and adjust A to control the intensity of avoidance. In Figure 8d, the avoiding behavior is
negative and eventually led to collision; in Figure 8e, both groups change structures for successful
avoiding; in Figure 8f, the groups successfully avoid each other, and the horizontal distance is large.
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We know that the anticipation distance cannot be too long or too short and that the intensity of group
avoidance cannot be too positive nor too negative, both should be within a reasonable range. We set
the anticipation distance within 1.8–3 m [62]. Using multiple experiments, when A = 1500, B = 1.2,
groups can start to avoid at a distance of approximately 2 m, and the exclusion among groups is
relatively mild.
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Figure 8. Comparisons of groups that avoid space with different parameter B (a–c) and groups
avoidance intensity with different parameter A (d–f).

The characteristics of avoiding behavior among groups in the same direction and the opposite
direction can be approximately divided into the following key points: (1) for social groups, group
avoidances only occur when other pedestrians or obstructions block their walking route; (2) group
members prefer to avoid with the whole group instead of interspersing with other groups; (3) an
anticipation distance occurs while avoiding. As the psychological repulsion of larger groups is large,
smaller groups take the lead to avoid larger groups. But catch-up avoidance is not associated with
group size; and (4) groups will adjust their conformations for more convenient walking and to reduce
the demand of communication while avoiding; however, they will resume the previous structures
after avoiding.

3.2.2. Simulation of Subgroup Coordinate Behaviors

From the observation data, we discover that large groups with more than three members will
divide into several subgroups with two or three members. Some special behaviors among subgroups
can ensure the compactness and symmetry of the whole group. Thus, we consider these behaviors in
our model. In Formulas (9) and (10), we use parameter M to adjust the alignment force and parameter
N to adjust the force of maintaining a certain distance between the subgroups.

Coordinate behaviors in the adjustment process comprise the balance of aligning and maintaining
a distance between the front subgroups. Figure 9 shows the coordinate behaviors between two
subgroups with three members. Figure 9a shows the initial state of simulation. We set the distance

between subgroups in the walking direction
→
V and the direction perpendicular to

→
V to 5 m. Subgroup

2 will adjust its walking direction and speed to catch up with subgroup 1. After a few seconds of

adjustment, the groups’ centroid connection is almost parallel to
→
V (Figure 9b) but the distance between

subgroups in
→
V remains more than 2 m (Figure 9c). Then, subgroup 2 will continue to catch up with

subgroup 1 until the distance is approximately 2 m (Figure 9d).
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Subgroups attempt to adjust their velocities and walking directions after being separated to walk 
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Figure 9. Simulation results of subgroups coordinate process. (a) Initial state; the distance between

subgroups in the walking direction
→
V and the direction perpendicular to

→
V are 5 m. (b) Subgroup 2

tries to align with subgroup1 and dv = 0. (c) The distance between centroid1 and centroid 2 is more
than 2 m, and subgroup 2 will speed up to catch up with subgroup 2. (d) The distance is approximately
2 m. Both subgroups will walk forward with a steady speed and distance.

Since M adjusts the subgroups’ alignment behavior and N adjusts the distance. We set M from
100 to 500 with step 50, N from 100 to 600 with step 50. Then we combine the different value of M, N
and empirical compare the results with the video. Using this semi quantitative method, we determine
the most appropriate values for these parameters. In Figure 10, we provide five typical combinations
of M and N to observe the adjustment characteristics of velocity and distance in the coordinate process.
The initial state of every experiment is Figure 9a. According to the three curves of M = 100, N = 350
and M = 300, N = 350 and M = 500, N = 350 in Figure 10a, we note that pedestrians’ walking speeds
increase with M. Similarly, pedestrians’ velocities increase with N, as shown in the curves of M = 300,
N = 100 and M = 300, N = 350 and M = 300, N = 600. After the adjustment, pedestrians will continue to
walk with a steady speed of 1.3 m/s. The distance between subgroups will instantly be reduced to
approximately 2 m, as shown in Figure 10b. A distinct oscillation phenomenon appears in M = 300,
N = 100 and M = 500, N = 350. As M is significantly larger than N in these two curves, the force to
align is significantly larger than the force to maintain a desired distance. When the rear subgroup
accomplishes alignment, pedestrians’ speeds will be instantaneously reduced and the distance between
the front subgroup and the rear subgroup is expanded. However, subgroups can maintain a distance
of 2 m in all simulation results with different parameters. To ensure that the coordinate behaviors can
be completed as soon as possible and are smooth without oscillation, M = 300 and N = 350 are the
optimal choices.

Subgroups attempt to adjust their velocities and walking directions after being separated to
walk as coherently as possible. In our model, the group members’ maximum walking speeds during
adjustment increase with M and N, but the time required to adjust to the optimum distance between
subgroups decreases with M and N. The coordinate behaviors in the adjustment process comprise the
balance of aligning and maintaining a distance between the front subgroups. If the force to align is too
large so that subgroups disregard the distance, distance oscillation occurs. If the force to maintain a
desired distance is too large, the time to align increases. Our model chooses appropriate parameters to
ensure that subgroups can address both behaviors.
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in Figure 11b. In Figure 11c,d, we circle four groups to observe the status of the group members after 
the avoiding process. Group 1 is the group in Figure 11a,b. Group 1 are divided into two parts with 
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Figure 10. Average velocity of pedestrians and distance of subgroups with different M and N.
(a) Pedestrians in the rear subgroup adjust their velocities to catch up with the front subgroup and then
maintain their speed at 1.3 m/s. (b) The time to reduce the distance between subgroups to 2 m.

3.3. Comparison between Models and Videos

We qualitatively compare the simulation results of the SGFM with the original group model in
a complex environment (multiple groups). Figure 11a,c show the simulation results of the original
model, whereas Figure 11b,d show the results of our model. Figure 11a,b display screenshots of
the same moment in the avoidance process, and Figure 11c,d display the same state after avoiding.
In Figure 11a, the directions of the members in the original model is chaotic. However, our model can
ensure that pedestrians who belong to the same group have a relatively unified direction as shown in
Figure 11b. In Figure 11c,d, we circle four groups to observe the status of the group members after the
avoiding process. Group 1 is the group in Figure 11a,b. Group 1 are divided into two parts with a large
distance and they are not willing to gather again. However, group 1 in Figure 11d not only gathers but
also forms a stable spatial structure. Others groups have a similar phenomenon similar to group 1.
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Then, we quantitatively compare the simulation results of the SGFM with the extended social
force model in the scene above. Figure 12a show the change of average social group radius, which
indicate the strength of group members to stick together, in simulation process. The average radius of
the extended social force model (red curve) which trend towards increase implies group members tend
to separate by others and cannot gather again. While in the SGFM (blue curve) the average radius
fluctuate in a certain range, which indicate group members are slightly separated when avoiding
others, and reunite again after avoiding. Figure 12b show the change of variance of walking direction
difference between pedestrians and groups, which indicate the strength of group members to maintain
the same walking direction. In the SGFM (blue curve) group members show more willingness to walk
in the same direction and not affected by others than the extended social force model (red curve).
The variance decrease with time because when finished avoiding others the group members tend to
walk along the same desired direction. The curve in Figure 12 are smoothed and the shadow represent
confidence interval.
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We can conclude from the comparisons that (1) the original model cannot make group members
stick together while avoiding; however, our model can adequately ensure that groups are clustered
even in crowded scenery while avoiding; (2) when subgroups are separated, they are not willing to
gather again in the original model; however, in SGFM they can not only reassemble but also form a
reasonable structure according to group size and walking at a steady distance; and (3) group members
tend to walk side by side, regardless of group size; however, in our model, large groups will divide
into several subgroups and effectively balance communication and walking.

We compare the simulation results of the SGFM with real behaviors. Figure 13a,b display
screenshots of the avoiding behavior in the video data. Two social groups are walking in the opposite
direction. They adjust their structures from “side by side” to “V-like” to avoid collision with the whole
social group. As shown in Figure 13c,d, the simulation results are consistent with real pedestrian
behaviors. Figure 13e,f show screenshots of the coordinate behaviors of the subgroups in the video
data. It is a social group with 5 members; one of the members breaks from the social group. Then, this
pedestrian speeds up to catch up with the other 4 members and form a 3 + 2 structure. We simulate
the process in a virtual scenario with the same width as the real scenario, as shown in Figure 13g,h.
The results indicate that our model can adequately simulate the coordinate behaviors of a subgroup.
After catching up with the other members, the backward pedestrian forms a subgroup with another
member, and the remaining 3 members form a subgroup. The structure of these two subgroups in
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the simulation results is similar to the structure of the two subgroups in reality. The SGFM has the
following advantages: (1) social groups can gather as much as possible while avoiding and can avoid
as a whole without passing through other groups; and (2) groups with more than 3 members will
divide into subgroups with 2 or 3 members, the SGFM can simulate the conformations of subgroups
and how they coordinate when they are separated.
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3.4. Virtual Reality for Crowd Simulation

Subsequently, we invite the participants to observe the characteristics of social groups in an
immersive virtual environment with “Oculus Rift DK 2”, as shown in Figure 14c. We conducted
a questionnaire survey of the visual effects of the three visualization methods: two-dimensional
(the simulation scenes are two-dimensional and pedestrians are represented as two-dimensional
graphics, such as circles and triangles) (Figure 14a), non-immersive three-dimensional (the simulation
scenes and pedestrians are three-dimensional models, participants can observe the movement of
pedestrians on a screen) (Figure 14b) and immersive three-dimensional (the simulation scene and
pedestrians are also three-dimensional models, and participants are exposed to simulation scenes by
wearing virtual reality devices) (Figure 14c). In both 3D visualization and immersive 3D visualization,
the participants can observe the scene with free angle and position from first-person perspective
to third-person perspective. We invited 51 people to participate the experiment and fill in the
questionnaires. The participants are between 20 and 60 years old and the male-female ratio is balanced.
The contents of the questionnaire include social groups walking preference, social group avoidance
initiative, effects of three visualizations, and information obtained from the three visualizations,
etc. Most participants believe that three-dimensional visualization is more intuitive and vivid than
two-dimensional visualization. Immersive three dimensional visualization enables participants to
experience the process of avoiding collisions with other pedestrians from first-person perspective.
We ask participants to compare the behaviors of the extended social force model with the behaviors
of the SGFM, which is quantitatively compared in Section 3.3. They determine that groups in the
extended social force model do not have a close relationship in the process of avoiding and the will to
gather is not strong if they are separated. However, the groups in SGFM attempt to stick together and
their members walk with a relatively unified direction and stable spatial structures.
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Figure 14. Participants observe the characteristics of social groups with three visualization methods.
(a) 2D visualization (the simulation scenes are two-dimensional and pedestrians are represented
as two-dimensional graphics, such as circles and triangles). (b) 3D visualization (the simulation
scenes and pedestrians are three-dimensional models, participants can observe the movement of
pedestrians on a screen). (c) Immersive 3D visualization (the simulation scene and pedestrians are
also three-dimensional models, and participants are exposed to simulation scenes by wearing virtual
reality devices).

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a novel model that is based on an extended social force model for
simulating avoiding behaviors between social groups and coordinate behaviors among subgroups
within the same social group. In face-to-face avoidance, groups will begin to avoid at an anticipation
distance of approximately two meters, and smaller groups will usually be the first groups to avoid.
However, in catch-up avoidance, the rear groups will take the initiative to avoid, which is not related
to group size. Large groups will divide into several subgroups with only two or three members when
they are forced to separate. This model can simulate aligning and maintaining a distance between the
subgroups. Then, subgroups can gather again after making smooth adjustments.
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We evaluate the model in different scenarios. The qualitative experimental results and a small
amount of quantitative experimental results indicate that our model can adequately simulate group
avoiding behaviors and subgroup coordinate behaviors. In our model, group avoiding behaviors will
only occur when groups’ walking routes are blocked by other pedestrians or obstacles, and group
members try to stick together as much as possible while avoiding instead of interspersing with other
groups. Social groups can balance the demand of communication and independent walking according
to the situation. In virtual geographic experiments, we can adjust environment attributes (scenarios
and road width) and pedestrian attributes (group sizes and density) to simulate crowd behavior in
different situations. In this article, we invite people to observe crowd dynamics in an immersive virtual
environment by wearing a VR headset. Our model is generally considered to adequately simulate
social group behaviors.

Due to the inability to exactly identify pedestrians’ locations, the simulation results cannot
be compared with real data. The relationships between two social group members are not easily
recognized, and we cannot reflect them in the SGFM. Although three-dimensional character models are
used to visualize crowd behaviors, this paper does not apply the model to a practical application due
to the restriction of article length. In the future, we will invite groups with different social relationships
who carry GPS sensors to participate in experiments to improve our model. We are developing a
virtual training system using virtual reality and augmented reality technologies, combined with real
and virtual crowds to conduct emergency evacuation exercises in crowded public places, such as
subways and gymnasiums. Besides, we will take trajectory extraction as an important step in our
future work. This work will be completed in the near future, and we will continue to publish these
research results.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/7/2/79/s1.
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